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DAC’s “DialogOne®” syncs “LINE Business Connect” with 

“LINE Customer Connect” 

New service debuts on AEON Bank’s LINE Official Account 

 

 

Tokyo, June 8, 2018 --- D.A.Consortium Inc. (DAC) is pleased to announce that it 
has begun using its messaging management solution DialogOne®

(*1) to sync LINE 
Business Connect (*2) with LINE Customer Connect (*3). This new synchronization 
service debuted on May 30 on the LINE Official Account of Tokyo-based Aeon Bank 
Co., Ltd (AEON Bank), whose LINE Customer Connect service was developed by 

Tokyo-based KDDI Evolva, Inc. 
 

■Advantage of syncing LINE Business Connect with LINE Customer Connect:  
Seamless service delivery on LINE, from push notifications to customer support 
LINE Business Connect facilitates two-way communication between businesses and 
users. LINE Customer Connect facilitates customer support. Syncing the two 
empowers companies to communicate seamlessly with users on LINE whether sending 
messages to them (“push” communications) or taking inquiries from them (“pull” 
communications). By using AI technology, companies can then deal instantly with 

users’ inquiries both inside and outside office hours; they can also send visuals 
relevant to the inquiry, or actively engage with users by pushing notifications from 
their customer support center. Leveraging AI technology in this way promises to save 
manpower and money while delivering seamless communication and boosting 
customer satisfaction. 
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■The AEON Bank project 
AEON Bank already uses DialogOne® as a marketing tool to communicate with 

customers via LINE Business Connect, and offers an AI-based automated chat service 
on its website. Syncing the two LINE services means that AEON Bank can, via its LINE 
Official Account, now offer personalized, hybrid customer support combining an AI 
chatbot (Auto Reply) with live chat (Manual Reply). 

 
▼What the user sees on their smartphone 
The user selects the “Chat inquiry” option from the Rich Menu. First their question is 
processed by the automated AI chat service; then they are connected to an operator 
as needed. Inquiries can be fully dealt with 24/7 year round via AEON Bank’s LINE 

Official Account. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Having successfully synced LINE Business Connect with LINE Customer Connect on 
AEON Bank’s LINE Official Account, DAC is now ready to do the same for many other 

companies. DAC will continue working hard to enhance the features of DialogOne® as 
a way to assist companies in their marketing efforts. 

 

(*1) A messaging service management solution compatible with LINE Business Connect and Facebook 
Messenger. It enables advertisers to make more effective use of their social accounts by combining 
the customer information in their possession with social account information. That makes it possible 
to communicate one-to-one with individual users by delivering personalized messages. 

 
(*2) A service of LINE Corporation offering account features to businesses over an API, along with the 



   

ability to customize them. Using LINE Business Connect, companies can do more than simply send 
out one-way messages to LINE users as with a conventional official corporate account; they can 
also target specific users with more personalized messages. Further, with the user’s consent, LINE 
Business Connect can, by syncing a company’s LINE account with its existing database or in-house 
systems, be turned into a customer relationship management (CRM) tool and business solution that 
is much more than just a messaging tool. (LINE Corporation does not retain corporate customer 
data linked to LINE accounts.) 

(*3) A customer support service for corporations designed to minimize lost opportunities and personnel 
costs by enabling smoother communication between users and companies and thus dramatically 
improving convenience. It consists of four components — Auto Reply, Manual Reply, LINE to Call, 
and Call to LINE — which can be implemented individually or as a package. Implementation 
requires a LINE Customer Connect-compatible account plus a third-party CRM tool offered by a 
LINE Customer Connect Technology Partner. 
LINE Customer Connect : https://linebiz.jp/service/customer-connect/  (in Japanese) 
LINE Customer Connect (partners): https://linebiz.jp/partner/line-customerconnect/  (in Japanese) 
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＜About KDDI Evolva, Inc.＞ 

 Representative ： Masami Nakazawa, President 
 Head Office ： Shinjuku First West 1-23-7, Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 

Established ： May 1996 
 Business ： Business Process Outsourcing(BPO) centered on Contact Center Services 
 
 

＜Corporate Information＞ 

■ D.A.Consortium Inc.              http://www.dac.co.jp/english/ 
D.A.Consortium Inc. (DAC) is a leader in the online advertising industry. Established in 1996 
during the early days of online advertising, DAC has played a key role in the market’s formation 
and development. As a media representative, DAC provides comprehensive support to publishers, 
ad agencies and other partner companies by purchasing and selling ad space, planning and 
reporting. It also manages ads through one of Japan’s largest trading desks, develops high-tech 
solutions and offers a wide range of advertising-related digital marketing services. Under the 
brand slogan, “Empowering the digital future,” DAC strives to empower the digital future of 
the world we live in, making it more dynamic while expanding its potential. 

Representative ： Masaya Shimada, President & CEO 
Head Office ： Yebisu Garden Place Tower, 4-20-3, Ebisu, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 
Established ： December 1996 
Business ： Online media transaction related business, Solution business,  
Ad Operations Business 

※DAC is a 100% subsidiary of D.A.Consortium Holdings Inc. 
 
■ D.A.Consortium Holdings Inc.       https://www.dac-holdings.co.jp/english  

Representative ： Masaya Shimada, Representative Director & President     
Head Office ： Yebisu Garden Place Tower, 4-20-3, Ebisu, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 
Established ： October 2016  
Listing Market ： 2nd Section of Tokyo Stock Exchange（Stock code: 6534） 
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